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The Journey Begins: Aboard Bibiana

Clearwater, Florida
August, 1976

Like mariners throughout the ages, the wind determined our schedule…

My natural wanderlust fed into the spirit of  the decade that began in the 
mid 1960s. I read Kerouac, Hesse and Michener’s The Drifters. In 1968, Life 
magazine had a cover story on young Americans living abroad, and that same 
year the Beatles spent time in India instigating a flood of  adventurers on the 
overland route.

I finished my university studies in 1973 and took to the road as a hitchhiker. 
Over the next couple of  years I found reasons to hitch the U.S. coast-to-coast 
a dozen times. It wasn’t easy going. At times, as just reported, it was scary. 
Often, it was an ordeal, but that was part of  the challenge.

Essentially, I liked the feeling of  being on the road and was traveling for the 
sake of  travel. I had to go, to see America, and while I would have preferred 
doing it in a Porsche with an American Express card in my pocket (I wouldn’t 
have admitted it then), being broke was not going to stop me.

To survive, and to fund my adventures, I worked as a boat-builder in San 
Diego. To be more accurate, I was a boat-builder’s helper. Because I was 
dispensable, I could get away to help an Olympic campaign by occasionally 
crewing and transporting the yacht to pre-Olympic regattas. This fit my need 
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to move, supported my desire to learn everything I could about sailing, and 
fostered my hope to take my hitchhiking opportunism to the seas and take a 
ride on an extended cruise. In 1976, the opportunity for such a cruise arose.

I was not a talented sailor, but my “gopher” abilities got me the position 
of  alternate to the U.S. Yachting Team. The sailing events for the Montreal 
Games were in Kingston, Ontario, and while there I met Denis, a member 
of  the Australian team. He’d bought a boat in Florida and asked if, once my 
Olympics duties were over, I’d help get it ready for delivery to Sydney. I didn’t 
have anything better to do. 

Helping the Olympian had kept me on the road, living out of  a duffle bag, 
for months, so when the Games were over, I didn’t have much packing to do. I 
trailered one of  the training boats back to California, told my mother goodbye 
for what I thought might be a year, and left, hitchhiking, for a boatyard in 
Clearwater, Florida. I didn’t think I’d be going to Sydney, but hoped to join 
the crew for a Caribbean “shake down” cruise, a test run. 

I arrived in the middle of  a blistering afternoon. There was nothing ex-
ceptional about the yard. Men wearing dust masks, the sound of  an electric 
sander, the smell of  fiberglass resin, were all very familiar. I was exception-
ally excited, though, as I scanned the waterfront for the yacht. When I didn’t 
see her, I made my way to the office worrying that something had gone wrong 
and that I was wasting my time. Introducing myself  to the yard’s owner he 
cheerily assured me that everything was fine. “Bibiana is over there,” he said.

We looked. She had two tall masts, the aft (back) one being the shortest 
which made her a ketch. Her hull was a beautiful dark blue, her topsides white 
with tasteful wood trim. She also had a red bottom, which I noticed first 
because she was sitting high and dry.

“Oh,” I said, deflated. 
“Finishing touches,” he said. 
I like the sound of  water on a hull; I like the sound of  halyards–the ropes 

used to raise and lower the sails–clanging on a mast. I like a boat’s movement. 
Even if  I didn’t know how long it would take to get it ready, and even if  it 
was on the waterfront alongside a boatyard, the thought of  staying aboard 
thrilled me. But a boat on scaffolds in the middle of  a boatyard is a different 
story. Walking towards the ladder, I passed a worker covered in red dust. 
His “hello” was no more disgruntled than mine. With my bag slung over my 
shoulder I climbed onto Bibiana’s deck, admired her topsides for a moment, 
and went below.

She was elegant and well suited for what she was designed for: sailing 
along the Florida shore, to the Keys, or to the numerous islands off  the coast. 
You can sail for months around Florida and never get too far from the safety 
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of  a harbor and the convenience of  an electrical outlet, never subject the 
boat to the strains of  open ocean sailing. Our task (I say “our” even though 
I didn’t yet know if  I’d make the trip) was of  a different order. Bibiana was 
going to Australia and a lot of  work–more than I expected–needed doing 
before setting sail on such a voyage. Disappointed, I began the process of  
familiarization and awaited the arrival of  the man who would decide how 
long I stayed aboard.

Laurence, the skipper, arrived a couple days later and like all Australian 
Laurences, he went by Laurie not Larry. He was pushing sixty, gray-haired, 
and had a face with stories to tell. An experienced sailor, he was a professional 
photographer of  some renown and came to Florida from New York where 
he’d been working on a fashion catalogue. 

I had volunteered to help the boatyard with the “finishing touches” and was 
kneeling down next to the diesel engine when he came aboard. Sweating in 
the heat and humidity, I wiped my hand on my shirt, shook his, and told him 
who I was. He said Denis had told him I would be there and added that he 
hadn’t expected the boat to be sitting on scaffolds. As disappointed as I was 
about that, he just grumbled a bit, claimed the aft cabin as his own, and set 
off  to acquaint himself  with the boatyard and its boss. I got back to whatever 
I was doing in the stifling hot cabin.

A couple hours later he returned satisfied. He had familiarized himself  
with the yard, gotten to know the man in charge, and called Denis in Sydney 
to inform him of  his arrival. “Great,” I said, gritty sweat pouring from my 
brow. He then asked if  the galley stove worked and set about making a cup 
of  tea. Knowing any chance I had of  sailing aboard Bibiana depended on 
my getting along with the skipper, I uncharacteristically held my tongue, 
although the stove heated the cabin to hotter than hell. He poured two cups, 
added milk and sugar to one and asked how I like mine. He then invited me to 
the cockpit. I stopped what I was doing and finally asked if  it wasn’t a bit hot 
for a cup of  hot tea.

“It’s never too hot for tea,” he said. “In fact, drinking something hot will 
cool you down. Heating your insides cools your outsides.”

This is something I could never prove either way.
Pulling out the small table hinged on the steering pedestal, he invited me to  

sit. I watched for signs that he was bothered about having a crew member un-
expectedly thrust upon him, but he seemed happy enough. I was immediately 
impressed. He was worldly, fit, and had a smile that came easily. He asked me 
about my sailing experience. I told him and he wondered if  I had done any 
long distance sailing.

“Not really,” I answered, “but I’m game.”
“When you read or listen to people talk about the problems of  ocean sailing, 
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they always mention storms, whales, modern-day pirates, or something like 
that,” he said. “But if  you know what you’re doing, if  you’re careful, and if  the 
boat is seaworthy these things shouldn’t be a problem.”

I nodded, interested. “Do you know what the biggest problem is?” 
I wished I had an answer but said, “No.” 
“The crew, “ he said definitively. “The crew has to get along.” He sipped his 

tea. “What do you know about psychology?” 
“Psychology?” I stammered. 
“Yes, psychology.” 
“Well,” I said. “I can spell it... maybe.” 
This he liked. He laughed.

Rhod was the next to arrive. He was from Sydney, like Laurie, and was to be 
the navigator. On a leave of  absence from his job as a computer programmer, 
he took some getting used to. His personality didn’t fit his appearance. Even 
though he was soft spoken and intelligent, he looked like someone who should 
cuss, spit and smoke cigars. He was a nerd in a rugby-player’s body, and with 
his arrival preparation for the voyage began in earnest.

The first things that had to be decided on, and started, were structural 
changes to the boat. Laurie thought–and I was not in a position to argue–
that the yacht needed stronger rigging on the mizzen-mast. That is, for 
landlubbers, the back pole needed stronger wires. It was also decided that 
a trip across the ocean required thicker steering cable, extra water tanks, 
a new belt-driven refrigerator, and a bigger, better fuel filter for any dicey 
diesel encountered along the way. Then there were the necessary nautical 
accessories, which meant shopping for anchors (the things old U.S. navy men 
have tattooed on their arms), a life raft, a dingy and its engine, life vests, 
plus all the navigation gear: radios, charts (maps), and pilot books. No, we 
weren’t planning on being airborne. The guys who steer ships into and out 
of  harbors are, like their aeronautical brethren, called pilots. There was more, 
much more, but I cannot remember it all.

As our departure approached we had to provision the boat with all matter of  
foodstuffs: canned or dried beans and soups were most convenient; plenty of  
pasta, noodles and rice to provide the foundation for meals; the right amount 
of  sugar and cooking additives had to be supplied in proper quantities. Drinks 
were almost as important: dried milk, coffee, tea and of  course something 
stronger, grog as the Aussies call it, filled lower cabin shelves. Products 
were taste-tested. It was time consuming, with the choice of  canned beef  
particularly memorable.
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Unbeknownst to the Aussies, I hadn’t eaten meat in years. We usually ate 
at a restaurant near the boatyard, and they never noticed I ordered a salad or 
meatless pasta. I knew that once underway I would have to eat what everyone 
else ate, but I had not broken my meatless habit–until Rhod came back with 
what the Aussies call “bully beef.” To us Yanks it’s canned beef, or Spam.

As with everything, Rhod wanted a group decision, so he bought a can of  
every available kind of  meat, sliced them up, and offered them around. “Taste 
‘em and tell me which you prefer,” he said holding the plate out.

“I don’t care.” I said. 
“Come on, mate.” 
“Really, they’re all the same to me,” I honestly argued. They smelled like 

dog food. 
“We’re in this together,” he said, holding the plate in my direction. I was 

searching for an excuse, but he insisted, “Try ‘em.” 
“Sure,” I said nonchalantly, images of  cow’s ears, lips, and butts running 

through my head. I picked up a slice, put it in my mouth, and as I chewed, 
Spam jokes silently screamed: Scrap Pork Ain’t Meat, or even worse, Specially 
Processed Animal Matter–which is how it smelled.

“Mustard or mayo?” Rhod offered. 
“Yeah, yeah,” I responded forcing down the first bite. It was awful. I 

remember like it was yesterday, but I also remember how quickly I got over 
it. Early in our voyage, I was in the cockpit when someone cooked a sauce 
with Spam. The brisk wind, the blue sky, and the smell of  Spam in the air–it 
truly made my mouth water. But I’m getting ahead of  myself.

Laurie, Rhod and I made up the core of  Bibiana’s crew. Joining us for the 
initial part of  the voyage were Laurie’s friend Karen and Rhod’s girlfriend 
Carol. Karen was a pixie-haired cutie from Sweden who Laurie had met in 
New York.  Carol was from London and spoke Cockney. She was fair-skinned 
with short, dark hair and had a hardy laugh. Importantly, I could understand 
what she said if  she didn’t speak too fast. Neither Carol nor Karen had ever 
sailed before but their presence was a major factor in our positive state of  
mind.

Rounding out Bibiana’s crew, and contributing positively to my mood, was 
Amy who I’d met in Clearwater at a beachside bar with a sand floor. The door 
had opened, just briefly, and I spotted her outside. It was only a glance but I 
was thunderstruck. A few minutes later, she walked in with some girlfriends 
and I took the first opportunity to introduce myself. She was down-to-earth 
and beautiful to boot. Her folksy charm captivated me.

Like mariners throughout the ages, the wind determined our schedule–
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Laurie wanted to be in the Pacific for the arrival of  the northernmost Trade 
Winds. That gave us about three months in the Caribbean. Our plan was to 
go where our moods took us, which is after all, the advantage of  sailing. We 
were free to check out any island or overnight in any isolated cove we wanted. 
The plan was to take full advantage of  that freedom. We departed on a sultry 
day under high clouds that gave the air a yellow tint. The wind was light.

We visited the Dry Tortugas, a small island group nestled among coral 
reefs due west of  Key West. The water was crystal clear and we established 
a habit of  starting each day with a swim. The day’s end found us strolling on 
the beaches that trimmed the nearly deserted islands. We set sail for Cozumel, 
an island off  the Mexican coast, still under a thin layer of  high clouds. The 
wind was warm, light, and coming from the right direction, but by nightfall 
things changed. No longer so friendly, the wind shifted and grew nasty, gusty, 
and kicked up swells that got steeper as the night wore on.

Bibiana took on an awkward gait, rolling and pitching like a hobbyhorse. 
The sails filled, fluttered and then slammed full again as an undecided wind 
came at us in flurries from different angles. One of  the girls got seasick 
and some things, mostly books not properly secured, were tossed to the 
cabin floor. A chair broke its restraints and rolled across the cabin. Laurie, 
muttering something about yachts still having to be sailboats, stuck it in the 
V-berth under the sail bags. It was never seen again. By morning conditions 
had calmed and the rest of  the trip was uneventful. 

This is what I remember about Cozumel: the sea was incredibly clear, the 
people were warm and friendly, and we rented a car to visit Mayan ruins.

The Mayans lived on Cozumel over two thousand years ago. “Cozumel” is 
Mayan for swallow (the bird) and the island was the home of  a temple to a 
Mayan goddess. It is also the spot Herman Cortez first landed; the Indians 
were quickly killed, sickened, or run off. The island remained uninhabited 
for centuries. It was not until the middle of  the 1800s that people returned. 
Today, many of  the locals are short, dark, have large angular noses, and 
live at an admirably slow pace. I also remember an experience that perfectly 
illustrates the dangers of  leaving home, of  traveling beyond the safety of  
your language.

Through someone at the Cozumel marina, we had access to a Hobie Cat, 
a small catamaran, and I used it just about every day we were there. One 
morning as I was preparing to go for a sail, a Mexican man asked if  I would 
take him and his son along. I agreed, and we had a nice time. He then asked 
if  I would take his wife for a sail. I said “sure,” and the next day he arrived 
with his wife just as I was putting the sails on the boat. When introduced, she 
seemed stiff, the color washed from her face, and she could not take her eyes 
off  the boat. The man noticed this too and explained that his wife had never 
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been in a boat even though she had lived her whole life near the sea. Never! 
The Hobie, nothing more than a tarp between two hulls, must have looked 
dangerous beyond belief.

I wanted to help her relax. My Spanish was not very good and I could have 
had her husband translate, but I decided to give it a go. I wanted to tell her 
not to worry because she looked like a great sailor. To do this, I thought about 
the song La Bamba, (Yo no soy marinero) and of  the liquor, Grand Marnier 
(which is French but I didn’t think that mattered). I mixed the two, tried to 
make it feminine and said something. Her head jerked back. This and the 
expression on her face told me I hadn’t said what I’d intended. Looking at the 
husband, I asked in English, “What’s wrong?” 

As shocked as his wife, he said, ”You just said my wife looks like a big pig.” 
Thankfully, the woman didn’t strangle me. She went ahead with sailing 

and actually seemed to enjoy it. The wind was calm; I kept both hulls in the 
water, and at one point she reached down and put her hand in the water. I was 
happy to be a part of  such a memorable moment in her life.

Bibiana’s next stop was the Cayman Islands.

Often (but never by locals) referred to as “the Caymans,” the Cayman Islands 
were governed as a single colony with Jamaica until 1962 when Jamaica 
became independent. The Caymans remained a British overseas territory. 
Sighted by Columbus, the first recorded English visitor was Sir Francis 
Drake, who landed there in 1586 and named them after a Neo-Taino word for 
alligator (caiman). The islands are now an international banking center and a 
scuba diver’s dream.

Yachts were not allowed to stay at the dock, so we sat on the anchor. 
Bibiana, swung around to face the wind, as any vessel on anchor will do, 
and this, unfortunately, put us perpendicular to the swell that rolled through 
the harbor. With jolting regularity the boat would rock from side-to-side; 
halyards would clang and cups would slide off  tables. Although it was not 
hazardous, it was unpleasant—and unceasing. Knowing a wave was on its 
way was like Chinese water torture. 

During our first trip ashore Amy and I found Georgetown, the island’s 
capital, to be very pleasant. At that time it was a city with less than forty-
thousand people, and nobody on the streets tried to sell us anything. We 
leisurely browsed the small shops near the harbor and had a cup of  coffee. I 
wished I could have treated her to a couple of  beers, conch fritters, and maybe 
crab cakes.

Coming off  a beautiful yacht with a beautiful woman on my arm, I was 
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the picture of  success and respectability, but it was a picture at odds with 
reality. The coffee strained my budget and I felt awkward because of  the 
false air of  affluence. 

I was comfortable with Amy on my arm, though. The fact that I couldn’t 
afford conch fritters didn’t bother her. She was down to earth, sweet, and 
unpretentious. While we were drinking coffee she asked if  there was 
something wrong with the way she looked. 

“No, I said, “Why?”
“People seem to be staring at me,” she said not realizing the locals were 

looking at her because she was tall, blond, and drop-dead gorgeous.


